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NATIONAL SCOPE.   WE GIVE YOU MORE   

LOCAL EXECUTION.  FOR YOUR BUSINESS  

At PALNET, we give you the best of both worlds. We offer the strength and value of a national  More U.S. locations. corporation along with the accessibility and 

personalized service of a local business. It’s a  128  stakeholder locations. combination you won’t find anywhere else in the pallet and logistics industry, and we know 

you’ll appreciate the difference. And because every member of our national PALNET network is a  More transportation units.  

stakeholder, you can trust they’ll do whatever it takes to make you happy—they have a vested   
10 ,500 ready to roll for you. 

interest in your satisfaction! 

More employees.  

5,000 dedicated professionals.  



 

 

More pallets.  

WE’RE REDEFINING THE PALLET  

BUSINESS FROM THE GROUND UP  

As the challenges facing your business become more complex, you expect more from your  Vision  

pallet supplier; rightfully so. We get it. That’s why we have stepped up to help you overcome your  Our goal is to create the most professional pallet operation in the business, period. No compromises.  

challenges by fundamentally changing the pallet business and how it works. Instead of a loosely  No excuses. No shortcuts or short counts. A company built on higher standards, higher configured 

collection of small businesses that operate with little standards or scale, PALNET delivers  
expectations, and higher deliverables. 

unmatched quality, execution, and dependability.  

Experience  

125   million transported last year alone.  

More tonnage moved.   

6   billion pounds.  

More U.S. retailers and producers.   

90   retailers; 6,000 producers.  

More transactions.   

350,000   just last year.  
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PALNET is the pallet business built by pallet professionals. We are both buyers and sellers with 

more than 120 years of combined experience working in the trenches. So, when we started the 

company, we fully understood the industry’s good, bad and ugly. We took the best and left out the 

rest.  

Innovation  

PALNET has changed the way the pallet business does business. We’ve introduced new levels  of accuracy and accountability. We’ve created new systems such as Accu-Track and Accu-Count  for 24/7 auditing and 

logistics management. We offer total asset and logistics management to  help you reappraise and reconfigure your shipping options so you can boost your bottom line  and your peace of mind.  

Responsibility  

PALNET is a strong and vocal proponent of corporate social responsibility. We adhere to the highest employment standards. All employees are screened to ensure they are eligible for employment.  

 We truly value our team and offer a safe workplace with opportunities for advancement.  

Sustainability  

We are serious about sustainability. We support environmentally conscious business practices and incorporate 

the four “R’s” of sustainability into everything we do. Recycling, repairing, reusing, and reducing waste are key 

components of our business and we are committed to helping each of our customers and business partners 

operate a sustainable supply chain.   
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PALNET   

ADVANTAGE    

At PALNET, we live and breathe pallets, logistics, and sustainability. Our decades of 

experience  can help you and your team develop solutions that reduce your costs, turn 

your waste into  revenue, and make your job easier—all while shrinking your carbon 

footprint. We call it the  PALNET Advantage, and it can take your business to the next 

level.   
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Our products and services include   

Wood Shipping Pallets   

Our extensive nationwide network can design, manufacture, and deliver new or recycled pallets 

anywhere, anytime.   

Recovery and Purchase of Surplus Pallets  

Turn your old pallets into new revenue streams with our pallet recovery programs that clear your 

docks of surplus pallet assets and then recover the maximum value for them. 

Reverse Logistics and Reclamation Services  

Today’s supply chain is becoming increasingly extended and complex. To help you keep up, we  

HOW DOES YOUR PALLET SUPPLIER STACK UP 

AGAINST PALNET?  

• Are they the largest pallet network in America?  

• Do they offer national scope and local execution?  

• Do they deliver honesty, integrity and trust with every pallet?  

• Can they make your supply chain greener from the bottom up?  

• Do they offer the greenest pallet in the supply chain?  

• Is their workforce e-Verified, legal and documented?  

• Do they offer Accu-track and Accu-Count?  

• Do they offer Total Asset Management?  

• Are they a single source for all your pallet and packaging supplies?  

• Are they experts in Reverse Logistics, Pallet Policing and Consulting? 

When we redefined the pallet business, we redefined what you should demand from your  

supplier. You deserve the very best, and that’s exactly what you get from us. 

have developed programs to simplify the effective and profitable recovery of recyclable assets from retail 

stores, satellite distribution operations and customer facilities. 

Total Pallet Management  

We understand that managing pallets is not your company’s core business. That’s where we come in. From sorting, repairing, and tracking your pallet 

assets to processing and returning rental pallets and managing your on-site pallet needs, we take care of everything so you can focus on what matters 

most to you—your business.   
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